


Cash–Out Repeater Method 
 

 
 
Here’s a method that capitalises on late goals when games are currently score draws. 
 
It’s yet another twist on the very popular and widely known ‘Lay The Draw’ principle 
that made a pretty penny when it first came onto the scene with the advent of Betfair.  
 
The core ‘Lay the Draw’ method is not as lucrative these days as it was back then with 
price movements after a goal moving very little in comparison to when this method 
was first devised.  Nowadays you will only make this method pay with some very 
sharp match selection criteria and a fair amount of bottle to stay in for a second goal to 
the leading team which of course can leave the trader vulnerable to an equaliser. 
 
The Cash-Out Repeater method works better in terms of less liability and a better ratio 
of winnings to losses when we do arrive at a successful outcome. However the 
success of this method like many others all depends on the adoption of a suitable 
staking plan shown further below. 
 

RULES 
 
The basic principle here is to make 2 ‘LAYS’ with my chosen unit starting stake at 
prices of 1.40 (and if no goal is scored) I make a further Lay at a price of 1.20. This is 
all conducted within the ‘Match Odds’ market when the score is 1-1, 2-2, 3-3 etc. 
Lets say we start with a unit stake of £10.00 
 
1). Next go to; www.Betfair.com & make sure you are on the ‘Exchange’ tab shown 
here; 
 

  



 
2). Next I simply scan through the games currently on offer and find a match from the 
Betfair ‘In-Play’ coupon that is currently showing at 1-1, 2-2 & 3-3 etc and priced 
around 1.40. (We don’t look at 0-0’s!) 
 
3). Next when the price in that match to LAY the draw hits 1.40 (Usually 80th minute) I 
will LAY it to my £10 unit starting stake, meaning I have a liability of £4.00 at that 
point.   
 
If NO goal is scored I will then make a further LAY for double my unit starting stake of 
£10. Therefore, I would next LAY for £20 at a price of 1.20 and my liability for that LAY 
would be £4.00. So for the 2 LAYS combined by total liability would be £8.00. Made up 
of a LAY at 1.40 for £10 = £4.00, and a following LAY if NO goal is scored of £20 at 
1.20 = £4.00. 
 
4). Next I wait for a goal to be scored to either team. If the goal is scored after I have 
placed my FIRST Lay of £10 then I will ‘CASH-OUT’ there and then for a profit of 
around £7.00 - £8.00. 
 
If a goal is scored after I’ve placed my SECOND Lay bet then I will also CASH-OUT 
even though it will be very close to the end of the game by this time. This will give me 
a profit ranging from £25 - £28 depending on how late this goal arrives. 
 
Here’s an example; 
 

 
 
So if a goal is scored after my FIRST Lay bet I would CASH-OUT!  
 



 
 
Again if a goal is scored after my SECOND Lay bet I would CASH-OUT!  

 
Staking 

 
This method is another that’s ideal for the Extended Fibonacci sequence due to the 
winnings to losses ratio; 
 
 Extended Fibonacci Sequence:    
 
1  1.5   2  2.5   3  4  5  6.5  8 10.5 13 17  21 27.5 34 
£2    £3  £4   £5  £6  £8 £10  £13 £16  £21 £26 £34 £42  £55 £68 
£5 £7.50 £10 £12.50 £15 £20 £25 £32.50 £40  £50 £65 £85 £105 £135 £170 
£10 £15.00 £20 £25.00 £30 £40 £50 £65.00 £80 £105 £130 £170 £210 £275 £340 
 
 
and so on… 
(Points value is shown on the top of the table and the monetary value equivalent 
below if starting on £2, £5 or £10 stakes).  
 
If we fail to get a goal by the end of the match we simply move up a step in the staking 
ladder above. If we get a goal whether after the first or second Lay we always CASH-
OUT and go back to the start of the staking table above for our next qualifying match. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Here we have ‘15’ chances to get a goal either after the 1st Lay or the 2nd Lay before 
we exhaust a sequence. As yet my highest point has been Step 10.  
 
Remember statistically more goals are scored in the 2nd half rather than the first, with 
goals from the 81st minute onwards been the most popular. 
 
Very little changes from leagues worldwide so this method can be applied to them all 
subject to at least £100,000 of in-play liquidity by the time you action your first Lay bet. 



Games below that figure have too much price gapping between the Back & Lay price 
which is not good for us. 
 
Finally, just make sure you only Lay in matches that are score draws and avoid 0-0’s 
and you should clear some nice profits. 
 
All the best! 
 
Andrew David 
 
REMEMBER! – Gamble responsibly!    www.gambleaware.co.uk  
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